TUTORIAL ON HOW TO BUILD A KITCHEN GARDEN

MATERIALS
Small piece of land  Bags  Rope (Cords)
Nails  Soils  Manpower
Trees  Manure  Veggie Seeds

STEPS:
1. **Clean the land:** remove others grasses until the land is clear
2. **Measure the circumference:** its diameter ranges from 2 m to 4 m and circumference according to the size of the land. In Rwanda, kitchen gardens are circle.
3. **Put in ground small part of tree with 50 cm long from ground (30 cm underground and 20 cm of tree above ground).** Attach unfolded bags around the trees all along the circumference by using nails.
4. Add in the soils up to ¾ volume and add manure in 1/4 covered with black fertile soil
5. **Put in the trees for second lever with 80 cm:** cover and attach bags around them
6. **Add the soils** up to ¾ and add manure covered with fertile soil:
7. Optional: You can even add a third level (repeat step 6)
8. **Plant** the seed and veggies
9. **In arid regions pour water twice a day** (morning and evening)

ILLUSTRATIONS:

- Clean the land and measure circumference as covering trees with unfolded bags
- Add the soils up to ¾ and add manure covered with fertile soil;
- Cover bags around them on 2nd or 3rd lever and plant the veggies